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DC-6 CHECK-OUT LIST 

FLIGHT COMPARTMENT CHECK — PRESTARTING 

(1) Cabin attendant’s temperature control panel—SET. 

(2) Emergency equipment—stowed. 

(3) Hand fire extinguishers—installed. 

(4) Main, and radio circuit breaker panels — all circuit breakers SET. 

(5) Inverter circuit breaker panel (aft of captain’s seat)—all circuit breakers SET. 

(6) Deleted. 

(7) “BATT. & GND. PWR.” Switch “ON.” 

(8) Battery selector switch—“GROUND POWER.” (amber light ON). 

(9) Position, fuselage, cockpit, and flight compartment lights—as required. 

(10) Seats, safety belts, and rudder pedals—adjusted. 

(11) “NO SMOKING” and “SEAT BELT” signs—“ON.” 

(12) Water injection pump switches—“OFF.” 

(13) Propeller emergency de-icing controls—“OFF.” 

(14) Deleted. 

(15) Cowl flap selector switches—“OPEN.” 

(16) Fuel booster pump circuit breakers—SET. 

(17) Fuel booster pump switches—“OFF.” 

(18) Cooling turbine switch—as desired. 

(19) Inverter switches—all. three “ON.” 

(20) Auxiliary blower—“OFF.” 

(21) Voltage Regulator Overheat Warning Light—“OFF.” 

(22) Deleted. 

(23) Emergency instrument switch (if installed) —“OFF.” 

(24) Generators—“ON.” 

(25) All ignition switches—“OFF.” 
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(26) Heater fuel switch—“NORMAL” (down). 

(27) Heater, fuel, and ignition selector switches—“SYSTEM NO. 1” (down). 

(28) Deleted. 

(29) Cabin heater master switch—“ON” (up). 

(30) Airfoil de-icer heaters master switch—“OFF.” 

(31) Propeller de-icer switch—“OFF.” 

(32) Carburetor de-icer switches—“OFF.” 

(33) Anti-icing fluid quantity—check. 

(34) Hydraulic fluid quantity—check. 

(35) W/A quantity — check (must be full for “wet” take-off). 

(36) Fuel quantity—check. 

(37) Oil quantity—check. 

(38) Landing light switches—“RETRACT” and “OFF.” 

(39) Deleted. 

(40) Engine supercharger switches—“LOW,” 

(41) Cabin pressure regulator — start marker and flight hand—SET. 

(42) Deleted. 

(43) Cabin altimeter—set to 29.92. 

(44) Cabin pressure manual control door—“CLOSED.” 

(45) Door warning lights—“OFF.” 

(46) A-c voltmeter selector—set to “ENG. INST.” 

(47) D-c voltmeter selector—set to “BUS.” 

(48) Bus voltage—normal. 

(49) Deleted. 

(50) Fire extinguisher selector valve and discharge handles—IN (forward). 

(51) Fire detector system warning lights—TEST. 

(52) Cockpit heat control—as desired. 

(53) Windshield heat control—as desired. 
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(54) Deleted. 

(55) Clocks and altimeters—SET. 

(56) Deleted. 

(57) Hydraulic system by-pass control lever—“ON” (down). 

(58) Auxiliary hydraulic pump selector valve control lever—“BRAKE SYSTEM” (forward). 

(59) Hydraulic system pressure—2600 to 3050 psi (with auxiliary hydraulic pump). 

(60) Deleted. 

(61) Emergency air brake pressure—1500 (±50) psi. 

(62) Deleted. 

(63) Fuel tank selector valve controls — “MAIN” (forward) (Check targets.) 

(64) Cross feed and auxiliary tank valve controls—“OFF” (forward). 

(65) Propeller master RPM control lever—FORWARD (take-off position). 

(66) Engine master controls; - Hamilton Standard propeller selector switch “NO. 2 AUTO” or “NO. 3 AUTO.” 

(67) Throttles—1/10 to 1/4 open (maximum). 

(68) Auto-pilot—“OFF.” 

(69) Parking brake—“ON.” 

(70) Mixture controls—“IDLE CUT-OFF.” 

(71) Fuel/Oil Pressure Warning Isolation Switches—ON 

(72) Auto-pilot servos—“DISENGAGED.” 

(73) Landing gear control lever—“DOWN”; green indicator lights—ON. 

(74) Trim tabs—SET. 

(75) Carburetor air temperature controls — “COLD” (down). 

(76) Wing flap control lever—“UP.” 

(77) Radio-check. 

(78) Mechanic’s interphone—“STANDBY.” 

STARTING ENGINES 

(1) Start engines in following order—3-4-2-1. 

(2) Engine selector switch — position to engine being started. 
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(3) Safety switch—“ON” first; then start switches “ON.” 

(4) Turn engine over with starter. Watch propeller motion. If any sign of hesitation or stoppage occurs, disengage starter 

and investigate. After engine has turned freely 11 to 14 blades, turn ignition switch “ON.” 

(5) Fuel booster pump for engine being started—“LOW.” 

(6) Primer switch—“ON” as required. 

(7) Mixture control—“AUTO RICH” after engine fires. 

(8) Throttle—adjust to 800 to 1000 engine rpm, watching for engine and cabin supercharger oil pressure rise. If pressure 

does not show within 30 seconds after starting, stop engine and investigate. 

(9) Fuel booster pump—“OFF.” 

(10) Hydraulic system pressure — check (2600 to 3050 psi). 

(11) If external power source was used to start engines, turn battery selector switch to “PLANE BATTERY” and disconnect 

external power supply after all engines are started. 

ENGINE WARM-UP 

Throttles—adjust to 1000 engine rpm until engine and cabin supercharger oil temperatures are up to the minimum. 

ENGINE RUN-UP — On dry runways, all four engines can be run up simultaneously. (Gust lock must be disengaged.) 

(1) Propeller reverse pitch—check. 

(2) All engines-1500 rpm. 

(3) Propellers—test; return to take-off position after testing. 

(4) Propeller feathering—check. 

(5) Engines—manifold pressure equivalent to field barometric pressure. 

(6) Fuel and oil pressures—check. 

(7) Cylinder and oil temperatures—check. 

(8) Generator amperage and voltage—check. 

(9) Inverters—check voltage. 

(10) Blowers—”HIGH” then “LOW.” 

(11) Magnetos—check. 

(12) W/A injection, system — switches “ON” to bleed system, and check. 

(13) BMEP indicators-check. 

(14) Cabin supercharger oil pressure and temperature—check. 
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(15) Engines—1000 rpm. 

(16) Pitot and airscoop heater amperage—check. 

(17) Propeller de-icing system—check. 

PRE TAKE -OFF 

(1) Flight instruments—check. 

(2) Wing flaps-“20°” down. 

(3) Cowl flaps—“4°” open. 

(4) Fuel booster pumps as required. 

(5) Air conditioning controls—SET. 

(6) Captain’s instrument and radio inverter opposite to first officer’s. 

(7) Controls—gust lock disengaged and controls FREE. 

(8) Mixture controls—“AUTO RICH.” 

TAKE -OFF 

(1) W/A injection switches—“ON” for wet takeoff. 

(2) Throttles—SET to manifold pressure. 

(3) Landing gear (on signal)—“UP.” 

(4) Power (on signal)—reduce to rated. 

(5) Wing flaps (on signal) —“UP.” 

(6) Landing gear control lever (lights out) —“NEUTRAL.” 

CLIMB 

(1) Power—as required, not to exceed rated power. 

(2) W/A injection switches—“OFF.” 

(3) Cylinder head temperature—check. 

(4) Landing light switches—“RETRACT” and “OFF.” 

(5) “SEAT BELT” and “NO SMOKING” signs—“OFF.” 

(6) Windshield heat control—SET. 

(7) Cabin supercharger oil pressure and temperature—check. 

(8) Cabin supercharger airflow indicators—check. 
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(9) Cabin rate of climb and cabin altitude—check. 

(10) Shift to “HIGH” blower above critical altitude. 

CRUISE 

(1) Mixture controls—“AUTO LEAN.” 

(2) Hydraulic system by-pass control lever—“OFF” (up). 

(3) Cowl flaps-SET. 

(4) Windshield heat control—SET. 

(5) Fuel system selection—as required. 

(6) Captain’s instrument and radio inverter switch and engine instrument inverter switch same as first officer’s. 

(7) Cabin pressure regulator—set “start marker” to destination altitude. 

(8) Engine superchargers — shift blowers every two hours. 

DESCENT 

(1) Engine superchargers (below 12,000 feet) —“LOW.” 

(2) Windshield heat control—SET. 

(3) Altimeters—SET. 

(4) Fuel tank selector controls—“MAIN.” 

(5) Auxiliary fuel tank selector controls—“OFF.” 

(6) Cross-feed controls—“OFF.” 

(7) Carburetor air temperature controls — as required. 

(8) Hydraulic system by-pass control—“ON” (down.) 

(9) Wing flaps (for holding below 168 knots)—to 30°. 

(10) Captain’s instrument and radio inverter switch—opposite to first officer’s. 

(11) Landing lights (below 147 knots)—“EXTEND” and “ON.” 

APPROACH 

(1) “SEAT BELT” and “NO SMOKING” signs—“ON.” 

(2) Landing gear—“DOWN.” 

(3) Brake action—check 

(4) Hydraulic pressures—check. 
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(5) Brake air pressure—check. 

(6) Landing gear warning lights—check (green). 

(7) Mixture controls—“AUTO RICH.” 

(8) Carburetor air temperature controls—“COLD.” 

(9) Propeller governor controls— 2400 rpm. 

(10) Cowl flaps—4° open. 

(11) Wing flaps-full down (below 136 knots). 

LANDING ROLL 

(1) Brakes and propeller reversing—as required. 

(2) Cowl flaps—“OPEN.” 

(3) Wing flaps—“UP.” 

(4) Propeller governor control—take-off rpm (full forward). 

(5) Cabin—depressurized. 

(6) Propeller de-icer switch—“OFF.” 

PARKING 

(1) Parking brakes—“ON.” 

(2) Mixture controls—“IDLE CUT-OFF,” 

(3) Fuel tank selector controls—“OFF.” 

(4) Ignition switches—“OFF.” 

(5) Inverter switches—“OFF.” 

(6) Generator switches—“OFF,” 

(7) Gust lock—ENGAGED. 

(8) Electrical switches and equipment controls—as required. 
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EXPANDED CHECK LIST 

TAXIING 

(1) Remove and stow landing gear safety ground locks. 

(2) All doors—CLOSED; door warning lights—OFF. 

(3) Release parking brakes by depressing brake pedals. 

(4) If it is necessary to use propeller reverse pitch to back the airplane into position for taxiing, hold the control surfaces 

in a neutral position, provided that the gust lock is not engaged. When high reversing powers are used, considerable 

control lashing may be experienced. Brakes should be applied carefully, particularly with aft CG conditions, to 

avoid pitching back on the tail. Avoid ruts, soft ground, etc., which cause sudden deceleration or require high power. A 

maximum of one minute of reversing power is recommended. 

(5) Only use brakes for decreasing speed and for stopping the airplane, not for steering. However, if the nose wheel 

steering system fails, the airplane can be maneuvered by differential engine power or by use of the brakes. 

(6) To change direction of roll, apply a steady pressure on the nose wheel steering wheel. 

(7) Sharp turns at high speeds and excessive movement of the nose wheel should be avoided, as directional stability of 

the airplane resists turning and sidewise skipping of the nose wheel will result. 

ENGINE RUN-UP 

(1) Parking brakes—“ON.” 

(2) Hydraulic pressure—2600 to 3050 psi. 

(3) Propeller governor check (Hamilton Standard): 

a. Increase engine speed to 1700 rpm and lock throttles. 

b. Move individual propeller switches to “DECREASE RPM” positions and hold until 1200 rpm is reached. Then move 

propeller switches to “INCREASE RPM” positions until lights come on. 

c. Repeat the above operation, using the master control lever for each master engine (engines 2 and 3). Return the 

master control lever to the take-off position (full forward) following each check. 

(4) Propeller check for one or more propellers inadvertently in reverse pitch (Hamilton Standard only): 

a. Set all engines to 1500 rpm, with governor controls in full increase rpm. 

b. With master governor selector on No. 2 or No. 3 engine, move master lever to high pitch. (If any propeller is in 

reverse, governor should unreverse it at 1200 rpm.) Return governors to low pitch (high rpm). 

c. Push feathering button on each engine momentarily. If rpm increases, blade was in reverse, but will return to positive 

pitch. 
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d. With selector switch on No. 3 engine, move master rpm lever towards “DECREASE RPM” until 1600 rpm is reached, all 

propellers should be governing. Toggle each slave engine (1, 2, 4) 100 rpm. above or below No. 3 engine. Push and 

release resynchronizing button; each slave engine should decrease or increase by 3%. 

Repeated actuation of resynchronizing button should bring slave engines to rpm of master engine; master engine should 

not change. Repeat this procedure with selector in No. 2 engine position. Turn selector switch to manual. Toggle each 

engine to “DECREASE RPM’” until each engine rpm is reduced. 200 rpm. Move master lever to full “INCREASE RPM,” 

there should be no increase in engine rpm. Turn the selector switch to either No. 2 or No. 3 master; after a few seconds, 

all four limit lights should be on and the rpm on all engines should have increased to approximately 1700 rpm. 

(5) Propeller feathering check (Hamilton Standard): 

a. Push feathering button and wait until the propeller rpm has dropped 200 to 300. 

b. Pull feathering button out to the full-out position and allow governor to return rpm to run-up values. 

(6) Generators—check for correct output of each generator. 

(7) Inverters—check for correct output of each inverter. 

(8) Engine supercharger check: 

a. Open throttle to obtain field barometric pressure. The rpm obtained will be approximately 2100 to 2200. 

b. Switch from “LOW” to “HIGH” blower. Proper operation of the selector valve and clutch is indicated by a rise of 

approximately ten inches manifold pressure. 

c. Switch from, “HIGH” blower back to “LOW.” A drop in manifold pressure indicates proper clutch shifting. 

(9) Magneto check: 

a. Switch ignition from “BOTH” to “RIGHT” and back to “BOTH.” 

b. Switch ignition from “BOTH” to “LEFT” and back to “BOTH.” 

c. Normal drop-off in either “RIGHT” or “LEFT” should not exceed 100 rpm, BMEP drop-off on one magneto should be 

approximately 7 psi and not exceed 12 psi. Operation on a single magneto should be limited to the shortest 

possible time, and high power should be avoided. 

(10) Turn “ON” W/A injection system switches until pressure stabilizes 

to bleed the systems. W/A pressure should be between 27 and 32 psi. 

Green lights will be out. Turn switch off until ready for take-off. 

(11) Return throttles to 1000 rpm. 

(12) Propeller de-icing check: 

a. Turn propeller de-icer switch “ON.” 
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b. An increase in amperage reading will, indicate the start of the de-icing cycle. Approximately 1. minutes will be 

required to complete the de-icing cycle. 

(13) Check all engine instruments for correct indications. 

(14) Check cabin supercharger instruments for correct indications. 

TAKE-OFF AND CLIMB 

(1) W/A injection switches “ON” (if installed) before selecting manifold pressure or rpm. Green, flow lights will come on 

below 50 inches Hg manifold pressure at sea level to indicate normal operation. At this point, as the power is increased 

to full take-off power, the W/A pressure will reduce to 22 (±1) psi. 

(2) Use nose wheel, steering to maintain direction of roll until rudder becomes effective at approximately 43 knots. 

(3) Establish recommended climbing airspeed according to the Take-Off, Climb, and Landing Charts in Section VIII. 

(4) For power reduction after take-off”, reduce manifold pressure and rpm to rated powers. Then turn “OFF” the W/A 

injection switches (if installed). 

(5) High-blower climbing powers should be in accordance with the Take- 

Off, Climb, and Landing Charts in Section VIII. 

CRUISE 

(1) When climb has been completed, level off and reduce power to that desired for cruising, depending on the flight 

plan. 

(2) Adjust cowl flaps to maintain cylinder-head temperatures not exceeding a maximum continuous temperature of 

232°C (450°F). 

(3) Hydraulic system by-pass valve control lever— “OFF” (up). During cruising, when it is not necessary to adjust 

hydraulically operated units, the hydraulic system by-pass valve should be in the open (bypass) position to relieve the 

system. 

(4) When critical altitudes for low blower have been reached, close throttles to approximately . open to avoid excessive 

manifold pressure, and switch superchargers to “HIGH.” Reset throttles to obtain desired manifold pressure. 

(5) After cruise is established, switch to alternate or auxiliary fuel tanks. 

DESCENT 

(1) The maximum permissible gliding and diving speeds of the airplane are dependent upon maximum gross weight and 

altitude. The maximum permissible gliding and diving speeds can be determined by reference to charts in Section VIII, 

Flight Operation Data. 

(2) Do not exceed the maximu.ni “AUTO LEAN” powers. 
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LANDING 

(1) The landing speed and distance required may be obtained from the  Take-Off, Climb, and Landing Charts in Section 

VIII. In general, make a conventional landing, contacting the ground with the main gear first and then contacting the 

nose wheel as speed is lost. The airplane is equipped with a tail skid to guard against structure damage in the event of a 

tail-down landing. Do not raise the nose wheel once it has grounded. 

(2) After landing, the nose wheel, steering wheel should be used to maintain the direction of roil. However, if the nose 

gear shock strut is fully extended (little or no weight on the nose gear), the nose wheel will be centered mechanically, 

and steering will be inoperative. Apply the brakes lightly or push the control column forward slightly to force the nose 

down. 

(3) Braking may be applied together with propeller reversing. To reverse propellers, move the throttles from normal 

idling to idling reverse, hesitate slightly to prevent high rpm when blades pass through zero pitch, pull back the red 

reverse pitch lever, and then smoothly apply necessary reverse thrust. During reversing, the first officer should hold 

flight controls in neutral. Return propellers to normal thrust at completion of the landing roll and push the red reverse 

pitch lever forward. 

STOPPING ENGINES 

(1) Stop the engines by moving the mixture controls to “IDLE CUTOFF” and gradually opening the throttles to give a 

clean cut-off with no backfiring. 

(2) When a cold-weather start is anticipated, perform oil-dilution operation (see Section VII). 

(3) Do not open the main cabin door or the flight compartment door if the door warning lights are ON. Wait until the 

lights go OUT, indicating 

 

 


